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BEST SMALL PR CONSULTANCY
ENGAGE JOE PUBLIC

GROWING BRAND BELIEF

OUR GROWTH
In 3 short years, Engage Joe Public has
earned global recognition as an industry
leader. Year on year revenue growth
reflects not only the robust model of our
out-of-the-box creativity but also our
keen focus on transparent measurement

and KPI’s that directly impact the bottom
line for our clients.
From a strong 168% revenue growth rate
in 2015, the consultancy grew a further
36% in 2016.

R7.2m

REVENUE

R5.3m

+ 168%
2015

+35.9%
2016

OUR PEOPLE
YEAR
2014

NUMBER OF STAFF
1

2015

5

2016

8
BBBEE Level 4

Our success is driven largely by
our unfailing commitment to an
entrepreneurial culture and the
sheer passion of our hand-selected
consultants. We believe in accountability
driving meaningful work. Our team is
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small, agile and our drive is to create
PR skills for the future that cater to a
generalist and specialist market.
Our attraction and retention strategy
is simple: powerful, purposeful work;

flexibility, freedom, accountability and
growth that go hand in hand with our
entrepreneurial culture

Buckingham methodology) to ensure
clients are resourced with the right
personalities.

Our innovative approach to drive
‘new PR’ solutions in market saw us
provide specialist solutions to clients
to combat influencer fatigue. Our
team is a strategic mix of content-first
practitioners and we work towards
strengths-based teams (Markus

We are investing over R100k in
accredited training on top of having
allocated a R50k bursary fund internally.
Our head of New Business and Strategy
is also being seconded to our Amsterdam
office to benchmark global thinking and
standards.

OUR CULTURE
We live by our 5 values: creativity,
excellence, integrity, respect, and
leadership, which are embedded in
absolutely everything we do. We also
have the benefit, when necessary, of

INTEGRITY

tapping into the larger Joe Public Group
to consult Above the Line, Experiential,
Brand and Digital specialists to offer
seamless, integrated solutions to our
clients.

leadership

RESPECT

having strong moral principles
ARE
YOU honest & truthful?

inspiring others by

TAKING OWNER SHIP.

treating others & ourselves

with honour and appreciation

are you willing to take full responsibility

do your actions reflect

do you lead by example?

ARE consistent?

YOU

do you stand up for what you

TO MAKE THINGS HAPPEN

self
respect?
you respect other people?
do you respect others' time?

and do you set a benchmark through delivery?

Are you fully engaged in meetings

DO YOU HAVE A
HABIT OF GOING
THE EXTRA MILE

ARE YOU ABLE TO LISTEN?

ARE YOU DECISIVE?

(listening, engaging, not interrupting or being distracted)?

Do you respect your

believe?

environment?

when have you
shown courage?

HOW GOOD IS YOUR ABILITY TO MENTOR AND

GROW OTHERS?

find integrity - solve the clue - win the prize

find respect - solve the clue - win the prize

find leadership - solve the clue - win the prize

#3

#4

#5

Growthn

Growth n
Growth

Growth n
Growth

n

DO YOU PLAY A ROLE
GREATNESS IN OUR WORK?

DO YOU

DO YOU

FAIL

ARE YOU

n

excellence
BE BETTER THAN THE BEST,
and then better.

WHAT

ACHIEVEMENTS HAVE YOU
REALISED RECENTLY?

is your quality of
execution?

HAVE YOU EXCELLED ON PAYING

attention to detail?
HOW GOOD ARE YOUR

PRESENTATIONS?

Do you consider

self growth

IN YOUR OVERALL
DEVELOPMENT?

find creativity - solve the clue - win the prize

find excellence - solve the clue - win the prize

#1

#2

Growthn

Growthn
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OUR CLIENTS
Our client base is a robust mix ranging
from technology, financial services, and
insurance to NGO, pharmaceutical and
fashion retail clients. We have held our

2013

2014

own amongst industry heavyweights
to turn project work for brands such as
De Beers, Visa and SABRIC into solid
retainers.

2015

2016

TOP CLIENTS
CLIENT
De Beers
Clover
Hippo
NCPPDSA
VISA EMEA
Jet
Sabric
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DURATION
3 years
3 years
3 years (relinguished
due to integrated work
for iWyze)
2 years
1.5 years
1.5 years
1.5 years

OUR WORK
Why are we so proud of our work?
Because none of it is traditional or
templated. Most of our projects show
significant growth and impact on
our clients’ businesses. Our team of
multimedia-savvy storytellers navigate
across platforms with ease. Our work

reflects the fact that we create content,
not manage it; that we influence rather
than crisis manage; that we listen
rather than just measure. We shape
impactful narratives for all stakeholders
to create campaigns that deliver on
#GrowingBrandBelief.

The #CloverDroughtRelief saw us help
client to manage their reputation through
a price increase and tell an authentic
story for the brand in a brand new way
using their packaging and Instagram as

story vehicles. As a result, sales grew
by more than 8%. Our communication
not only prevented a brand switch, but
surprisingly got shoppers to choose to
buy even more Clover Fresh Milk.

The combination of a brave client,
lingerie, and a social issue led to the
development of #JetLoveYourself. With a
budget of R67 000, relevance and clever

execution that confronted body shaming
head-on, we managed to increase sales
for lingerie by 7.4% and show an increase
of 13.8% in gross profit.
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We were tasked by the South African
Banking Risk and Information Centre to
raise awareness among South Africans
on how to fight fraud. We proposed

#Skelm – the personification of fraud.
We reached an organic total of 484 600
impressions on Twitter, and 7.3 million
Opportunities To See on Facebook.

Our work for Visa to leverage their
Olympic sponsorship saw the creation of
a multi-media financial literacy showcase

that drove unprecedented engagement
for the brand and their sponsorship in SA.

Our work for De Beers to support
Botswana’s 50th year of Independence
included a US inward investment tour of
5 US cities, launching the inaugural De
Beers W Summit to empower women
in Africa, launching the inaugural
Diamond Conference to provide African
first industry insight and launching the
inaugural Youth Summit to empower and
develop the youth of Botswana.
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ENGAGE IN AFRICA
Roughly 60% of our turnover is based in
Africa (excluding South Africa), showing
an impressive foundation for expansion
into Sub-Saharan markets. The
consultancy has a vetted and contracted
African network of affiliates in 10

countries in the market. We also formed a
strategic partnership with leading global
PR agency network Grayling in 2014,
which has seen us operating in following
markets in the past 2 years.

“Engage Joe Public is a dynamic and driven
agency, inspirationally led.”
- Loretta Ahmed, CEO of Grayling META (Middle
East, Turkey and Africa)
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HELPING BUILD THE INDUSTRY

Engage is one of the proud sponsors
of the #in2SummitSA which launched
in 2016 and will take place again this
year. We host a panel talking about tech

and disruption in PR alongside industry
heavyweights Khadija Patel (Daily Vox/
Mail & Guardian) Patrick Conroy (ENCA)
and Jacqui O’Sullivan (Telkom).

Our managing partner Keri-Ann Stanton
was invited to Miami to be a part of the
panel talking ‘new markets, new models’

– the only South African representative
at the global PR event in 2016.

WHAT THE INDUSTRY SAYS
The Holmes Report calls us a ‘new-age
PR firm; that does not have separate
consumers and corporate teams,
‘preferring instead to reflect the
convergence of traditional practice
areas”.
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Our nomination as one of only four
finalists in the EMEA SABRE Awards New
PR Consultancies of the Year category
was a fantastic achievement as more
than 200 submissions were made
globally from the best PR firms across

Europe, the Middle East, and Africa.
The other three finalists are Matriochka
Influences (from France), The Romans
(from The UK) and TinMan (Also from
the UK).

In 2016, we were also thrilled to be
finalists for AdFocus agency of the year
up against Burson-Marsteller, who are
27 years old and Ogilvy PR who are 25
years old.

AWARDS
Adfocus

“Agency of the
Year” Finalist

Silver Prism SABRE - finalist

2014

Silver Prism -

Bronze Loerie -

2015

2016

2017

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
“The work being done by the agency is being replicated in Africa and other regions.
In under one year of working with Engage, we have increased their retainer by 57%,
encourage a 10% increase in budget on all campaigns run through them, and have
made them our hub for East, West, and Sub-Saharan Africa. Their work is engaging,
strategic and impactful..”
- Andrew Woolnough, Vice President, Corporate Communications, CEMEA, VISA
“I am excited and blessed to have you help raise the bar of pursuing brilliance for
the De Beers Corporate Affairs team”
- Pat Dambe, Vice President, Corporate Affairs and Government Relations, De Beers
Group of Companies
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